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A hypnotized life

I suppose there’s a psychological reason for it

It’s a hungry curtain that you close in your bedroom

And I’m on a sofa thinking of a friend 

With her c-sectioned guts on a cold tray beside her

And me and Jon in my 240D

Cruising and disgusting 

As if this weekend or any weekend can make the difference

Mezcal, Percocet in the leather booths

Every mortal swallowing for the same immortal reasons 

I’d drive to a thousand Colorados to be free of instinct and urge

Spending my time with superlative killers

Poems just getting longer and inane 

On summer afternoons

Children come out to pet the cop cars

In the park where Montgomery Clift is buried 

I watch the Korean wedding parties

In the background of Korean wedding videos

<RX�ZLOO�æQG�PH�VZHDWLQJ�ZLWK�P\�GRJ

On a night like this in July, Clift died in his bed
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Around the corner was his favorite restaurant, The Isle of Capri 

Serving a veal chop broiled to perfection

In the summer of the previous year I thought about Clift 

When I was drinking in a Connecticut hotel 

In a town known for its ballet dancers

Where I listed my dependencies to the labyrinthian wallpaper 

Why do I now think of a friend years ago 

Paid to water Jeff Koons’ Puppy all summer

In its enormity

In its antigravity 

Herzog said you can’t answer a question like that with your shoes on

At times I dispatch an inward vision

And resign myself to free karma

Ladies and Gentleman 

Let’s look at you destroyed

I want to have your cremated freebies

Your passcodes whisper over the mountains

Of this round earth/abstract world

Where country music clichés 

Burn steady into effervescence
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 VAGUE EFFICIENCY 

,�ZDVQØW�HDJHU�WR�æQG�WKH�UXLQV�RI�D�FRPE�RYHU

As a child I stuck my hands in bags of wet noodles 

To learn our anatomy 

Mom kept holy water in the spice rack

Our family grew closer with the death of an animal

Our family looked to a higher being for the light

The light that casts its cold shadows on birdbaths

The shadows in my forest of innuendoes

,ØP�VR�VRUU\�VLJQLæFDQW�RWKHUV

This is not a resignation

The party in my brain is much too strong to wind down

This area is known as the zone-of-avoidance

A group of hot, young, bluish-white stars in the constellations

A jet engine’s deep centrifuge over palladiums of art deco

I was sharing a ketchup bottle when I heard the R&B singer overdosed 

I found calm in a seabed of ponytails at the parade

I contested a parking ticket

I fell asleep with a temporary tattoo 

In the pale light of a savings bank 

Well acquainted with the evil rub

That brings the machines to climax 
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RARE AND SPECIAL INTERESTS

It’s hard to explain

My ghost writing

When I remained

An insular entity

I came out of the dust

Looking like this

So I don’t know

What’s your story

I’ve some Jägermeister

A simple socialite

In a den of terracotta

If I sample all night your powders

And supply low-grade bios

To the bi-curious

I’d fail

To be the true adulterer I am

A lot of people say

Time will no longer tell

But public opinion is weird

True vice

Is understood without speaking
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What will happen

With an evil light

Like this

It’ll come

Shining through on some

Slight clearances

Like promotional videos

On natural healing

Or sorority epitaphs

On heavy cotton

The palace purple

Gelatin capsules

Of antihistamine

Baby, I’m telling you

They dissolve

They wander

They get frisky

And I let them

Whilst lying beside this stone

Becoming a dopamine Christ

As a dozen sycamores

Police my anxiety

With fragrant breath

I’m now a tolerant

Son of a bitch

I don’t like the way

The tree moves

But it moves
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Nothing personal

Glob of mercury

Molten spot of earth

The Nordstrom

The Bloomingdale

The placid pond 

With many bodies

Baja rain shadows

In twin vapor

I’m in a grotto 

Of self-worth

I’d like to thank

My friends 

And editors

For my strident success 

With humility

In the cloud-splattered orbit

Nothing is better

Nothing more personal

Than tranquil

Indifference
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LEGAL / TENDER

More or less aroused in a damp vista 

We broke out with civic glory stressing any awareness of this condition

Axioms like an outdoorsy surrogate parent 

Knowing that Churchill had been born in the ladies room during a dance 

Flanked by a decorative ice eagle

And pictures of children in anniversary war paints

I work the Steel Magnolias angle

Crying about sickness past the doorman  

3LFN�XS�D�çDVKOLJKW�DQG�WXUQ�LW�RQ

7KH�KHDUW�RI�WKH�VZLWFK�WRXFKHG�E\�D�FRPSOLFLW�æQJHU

Cunnilingus to the keyhole, fondle the deadbolt 

:KR�ZDV�,�IRROLQJ��,�ZDV�DQ�DWKHLVW�ZKR�FRXOGQØW�VWRS�WRXFKLQJ�KLPVHOI

I’ve returned to the point of no return

Through the peephole you are wrapped in a dreamy light

You are bound and gagged and I accept that

By bound and gagged I mean, how much longer are you going to read

I watch the seconds on my wrist form out of liquid crystal 

Reason shattering into place

Many important people have trusted me with their plants and dogs
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Limitations, it seems, give people who accomplish nothing satisfaction.

'DYLG�&RSSHUæHOG�FRYHUHG�D���������)HUUDUL�ZLWK�D�ODUJH�FORWK

and with his gestures he slowly ascended it towards the rafters.

This took place against a sequin backdrop with skyscraper silhouettes. 

After disproving the possibility of attachments 

with a sharp pull the cloth came away.

To the disappointment of some

the Ferrari had vanished.
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the integrity of a room,” writes 

eric amling, but “it can also be a 

stealthy dominatrix.” it is and does 

both in these startled, subversive 

poems, which churn up a disordered 

glee. but it’s reassuring to know 

that “all of these works will be 

filed in a custom matrix/ approved 

by third-tier analysts/ in a hall of 

dueling national anthems.” 

— John ashbery

“poetry, like cat urine, can ruin


